
Sometimes The Cheap Company Isn’t the Best Option – It Just Gets You A Cracked TV 
Pawz Pet Solutions is a well known professional pet education company based in Florida. They originally started 

out as a simple pet sitting business, but very quickly recognized a gap in the marketplace for high quality animal 

education – they took the pet industry by storm! Take that Cesar Milan!  

 

Michele Frank is the owner of Pawz Pet Solutions, and a recent valued client of ours. Although our team only 

assisted Frank with a small task to start, our quality of work was still able to shine through.  

 

In the following, Michele Frank will elaborate on her experience with the {company} team.  

How Pawz Pet Solutions Has Benefitted 

from their Relationship with 1080 Titan Technologies 

“ 

Ms. Frank initially contacted us because she had an immediate 

need to mount her new TV on to a wall. She had previously 

contacted a different company, but unfortunately lost her 

television due to poor workmanship.  

In fact, when we first pulled the old TV off of the wall we 

discovered that the screws were incorrectly installed. Two 

screws were the wrong size and used on both sides of the TV – 

this greatly affected the TV’s stability and function.  

Our solution for Pawz Pet Solutions was simple. We very quickly 

mounted her new TV using the CORRECT screws! Frank can now 

rest easy knowing that her expensive investment is safe and 

sound.  

Expensive Equipment vs. Cheap Labour 

” 
I started looking for 1080 Titan Technologies because I used 

another company who hung my TV and failed. Unfortunately 

the person was inexpensive and it cost me my TV. After the 

person left I put on the TV to watch and there was a crack in 

the screen (inside not out). 1080 Titan Technologies is not the 

least expensive, however the result was a TV that works and 

one I can watch. 

— Explains Michele Frank, Owner of Pawz Pet Solutions 



” “ 

The Final Verdict 

Ms. Frank discovered 1080 Titan Technologies via our Facebook page - she was impressed 
by our previous customer reviews. We are very pleased to say that Pawz Pet Solutions is 
now able to use their TV they way they had always dreamed of – free of any cracks! 

I like to shop local when possible and when it does not 

sacrifice quality. I found 1080 Titan Technologies on a 

company Facebook page and received a lot of positive 

feedback. There are very few companies who will give you a 

timely response via Facebook messaging. 

— Says Frank 

Do you need a top-notch IT service provider for your business? Or maybe just to hang your 

TV? 

 

Contact 1080 Titan Technologies today for your FREE No-Obligation consultation at  

(877)496-1325 or send us an email at info@1080titan.com to know more about our products 

and services. 
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